Put on your rose-tinted
glasses, it’s time for the
big pink quiz!

Enter a team name:
(a bonus point for any pink puns!)

/1
Wildlife round
True or False?

Statement 2: The smallest species of armadillo in the world is called the
‘pink fairy armadillo’.

T/F
T/F

Statement 3: In the UK we famously have the red-breasted robin, but in
Australia they have a pink-breasted robin.

T/F

Statement 4: The Amazon river dolphin (also known as the pink dolphin)
has around 20% more brain capacity than the average human.

T/F

Statement 5: The largest known species of jellyfish can grow to be the
same length as a blue whale.

T/F

Statement 1: Flamingos can’t fly.

/5
Fictional characters round
1. N
 ame the family of mouse-like creatures from a British children’s show that
lived on a blue planet and spoke only in whistle language.
2. N
 ame the famously timid character that is one of Winnie-the-Pooh’s best
friends.
3. N
 ame the pink, round alien character that is one of Nintendo’s most familiar
icons.
4. N
 ame the pink and white striped cat who was the main character in a 1970’s
children’s television series.
5. N
 ame the talkative, semi-circular character who wears a green hat, and was
created by Roger Hargreaves.
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Food and drink round
1. W
 hat is the name of the new variety of chocolate, introduced in 2017 by
Barry Callebaut?
2. Name the salt that has a pink tint due to its combination of minerals.
3. N
 ame the fruit that has dark pink leather-like skin and distinctive scaly
spikes.
4. N
 ame the rectangular shaped cakes made by Mr Kipling, that have
distinctive layers of pink and yellow sponge.

/4
Pink flowers anagram round

If you love the show Countdown, this might be the round for you!
Rearrange the letters in these random words to find six different types of pink
flowers. The quiz master could even play a 30 second countdown clock for
added pressure…
1. grandpas on
2. flutters hubby
3. chess lorry mob
4. angry head
5. ate sweep
6. tuna dish

/6

Music round

As the quiz master, you could also play the songs on Spotify or YouTube to
help jog people’s memories!
1. N
 ame the artist who had a UK Number 1 with their song ‘Get This Party
Started’.
2. N
 ame the artist who released the songs ‘Raspberry Beret’ and ‘Pink
Cashmere’.
3. What famous rock band released a song called ‘Pink’ in 1997?
4. N
 ame the British comedian and variety entertainer who released a song
called ‘You’re a Pink Toothbrush’ in 1959.
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Random round
Multiple choice
1. Bettina Dorfmann from Germany holds the Guinness World Record for owning
the largest collection of Barbie dolls. How many Barbies does she own?
a) 1,000

b) 8,000

c) 12,500

d) 15,000

2. Which artist’s famous paintings featured pink water lilies?
a) Van Gough

b) Monet

c) Cezanne

d) Dali

3. Which financial newspaper has been printed on salmon-pink paper since 1863?
a) Financial Times

b) The Economist

c) Business Standard

d) Financial Post

4. In 1969, what cosmetic company started rewarding their top sellers by giving
them a pink Cadillac?
a) Elizabeth Arden

b) Mary Kay

c) Maybelline

d) Estée Lauder

5. What country features a pink lion on its flag?
a) Spain

b) Sri Lanka

c) Bermuda

d) Montenegro

/5
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Answer sheet
Wildlife round
1. FALSE: Flamingos can fly and have an
average flight speed of 35 mph! They tend
to fly at night and can travel over 300
miles in one go.
2. TRUE: The pink fairy armadillo can
be found in central Argentina and is the
smallest of all armadillo species, growing
to around only 12cm long.
3. TRUE: This small bird is native to
south-eastern Australia and is grey with
a bright pink tummy! (We’d recommend
googling them – they’re very cute!)
4. FALSE: The brain capacity of the pink
dolphin is in fact around 40% larger than
humans! They are considered the most
intelligent species of river dolphins.
5. TRUE: The largest known jellyfish
species is known as the lion’s mane
jellyfish, and its tentacles can grow to be
over 100 feet long!

Pink flower anagrams
round
1. snapdragon
2. butterfly bush
3. cherry blossom
4. hydrangea
5. sweet pea
6. dianthus

Music round
1. P!nk
2. Prince
3. Aerosmith
4. Max Bygrave

Random round
1. 15,000
2. Monet
3. Financial Times
4. Mary Kay
5. Spain

Fictional characters round
1. The Clangers
2. Piglet
3. Kirby
4. Bagpuss
5. Mr Chatterbox

Food and drink round

1. Ruby chocolate
2. Himalayan salt
3. Dragon fruit (also known as Pitaya)
4. French Fancies
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